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BACKGROUND: There is controversy about whether breast conserving therapy (BCT) should be contraindicated
in multifocal (MF) breast cancer. Few studies have reported on the oncologic safety of BCT in
MF breast cancer.

STUDY DESIGN: We reviewed a prospective database of 1,169 women with invasive breast cancer who were
treated with segmentectomy and whole breast irradiation from 1991 through 2009 and fol-
lowed at our institution. Multifocal breast cancer was defined as 2 or more distinct tumors
excised with a single incision or segmentectomy. We compared 2 groups, MF and unifocal
breast cancer patients, with respect to demographics, tumor characteristics, adjuvant systemic
therapy, local recurrence (LR), disease-free survival (DFS), and overall survival (OS).

RESULTS: One hundred sixty-four patients with MF and 999 with unifocal invasive breast cancer were
treated with BCT. Median follow-up was 112 months. Compared with the unifocal group,
patients in the MF group had higher 10-year LR (0.6% vs 6.1%, p � 0.001) and lower 10-year
DFS (97.7% vs 89.3%, p � 0.001) and OS (98.4% vs 85.8%, p � 0.001). On multivariable
analysis, multifocality was independently significantly associated with local recurrence-free
survival (LRFS), DFS, and OS.

CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggest that BCT in MF breast cancer is oncologically safe but may result in a slightly
inferior outcome compared with BCT in unifocal breast cancer. ( J Am Coll Surg 2012;215:

137–147. © 2012 by the American College of Surgeons)
Breast conserving surgery (BCS) was introduced in the
early 1980s as an alternative, less invasive surgical approach
for the treatment of breast cancer. Long-term follow-up of
patients from several large, randomized controlled trials has
demonstrated equivalent overall survival in patients under-
going mastectomy compared with BCS.1-4 Because these
trials included only women with unifocal breast cancer,
multifocal (MF) and multicentric (MC) breast cancer were
considered relative contraindications to breast conserving
therapy (BCT). As a result, mastectomy has been the stan-
dard surgical treatment of MF and MC breast cancer.
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The increased use of breast MRI in women with newly
diagnosed breast cancer has identified additional ipsilateral
foci of cancer in 6% to 38% of cases.5-21 This has resulted in
increased preoperative detection of MF and MC disease
and has been shown to lead to more mastectomies when
compared with patients who have not had preoperative
MRI.22-25 However, many of these patients may desire
breast conservation. There is controversy about whether
BCS should be contraindicated in MF or MC breast can-
cer. Due to the ambiguity in defining MF and MC breast
cancer among previous studies, it is difficult to draw defin-
itive conclusions from data reported. The objective of our
study was to compare the outcomes of BCT in patients
with MF breast cancer with those of patients with unifocal
breast cancer.

METHODS
Female patients older than age 18, diagnosed with unilat-
eral stage I to III breast cancer and treated with BCS at the
John Wayne Cancer Institute between January 1991 and
December 2009 were identified from a prospectively main-

tained database. All patients were treated by surgical staff of
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the John Wayne Cancer Institute and had adjuvant whole
breast irradiation. Patients were excluded if they were male,
had previous ipsilateral breast cancer, had segmentectomy
with partial breast irradiation, or had segmentectomy with-
out subsequent radiation.

We identified 1,246 patients who had BCT for treat-
ment of invasive breast cancer. Within this group, we then
identified patients who had MF invasive breast cancer,
comprising the MF group. MF breast cancer was defined as
2 or more distinct invasive tumors excised with a single
incision or segmentectomy; those with a distinct separate
focus of in situ disease were not included in this study. MC
breast cancer was defined as 2 or more distinct invasive
tumors that would require more than 1 incision or segmen-
tectomy. Those who had a single focus of invasive cancer
excised with a segmentectomy comprised the unifocal
(Uni) group. The database was reviewed with documenta-
tion of clinicopathologic data. Patient characteristics in-
cluded age at diagnosis, presentation, breast imaging find-
ings, tumor size, number of invasive cancer foci, grade,
estrogen-receptor status, nodal status, tumor stage, surgical
treatment, adjuvant systemic treatment, and date and sta-
tus of last follow-up.

Chi-square analysis was used to compare the MF with
the Uni group with respect to categorical variables such as
tumor features, patient characteristics, and treatment op-
tions. Continuous variables were analyzed using the Stu-
dent’s t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum test. The variables
associated with survival in the univariable Cox propor-
tional hazard regression model were selected using the cri-
teria of p � 0.1 for inclusion in the multivariable Cox
egression model. A p value of 0.1 was selected in order to
ccount for variables that were not significant in the uni-
ariable analysis due to interactions that could become sig-
ificant in the multivariable analysis. The final model was
btained by stepwise selection (combination of forward
nd backward) method and the factors that were signifi-
antly associated with survival, including local recurrence-
ree survival (LRFS), disease-free survival (DFS), and over-

Abbreviations and Acronyms

BCS � breast conserving surgery
BCT � breast conserving therapy
DFS � disease-free survival
LR � local recurrence
LRFS � local recurrence-free survival
MC � multicentric
MF � multifocal
OS � overall survival
Uni � unifocal
ll survival (OS), were identified. Survival curves for each
roup were generated using Kaplan-Meier methods. A pa-
ient was censored for OS if she was alive at the time of last
ollow-up; a patient was censored for DFS if she did not
ave any recurrence at the time of last follow-up; and a
atient was censored for LRFS if she did not have a local or
egional recurrence at the time of last follow-up. This study
as approved by the John Wayne Cancer Institute IRB.

RESULTS
We identified 197 patients with MF or MC breast can-
cer and 1,049 with Uni breast cancer. Within the MF
group, 6 (3.0%) had MC disease, 8 (4.1%) did not
receive adjuvant radiation therapy, 1 (0.5%) was treated
with accelerated partial breast radiation, and in 18
(9.1%), it was unknown whether the patient received
adjuvant radiation therapy. Within the Uni group, 5
(0.05%) did not receive adjuvant radiation therapy, 31
(3.0 %) received accelerated partial breast irradiation,
and in 14 (1.3%), it was unknown whether the patient
received adjuvant radiation therapy. After excluding
these cases from the dataset, 164 cases of MF breast
cancer treated with adjuvant whole breast irradiation
remained in the MF group and 999 patients comprised
the Uni group. The mean age at diagnosis of all 1,163
patients was 57.7 years (range 26 to 87 years). Overall,
there were 644 of 1,163 (55.4%) patients with stage I
breast cancer, 398 of 1,163 (34.2%) patients with stage
II, and 47 of 1,163 (4.0%) who presented with stage III
disease. In 75 of 1,163 (6.4%), there was inadequate
information in the database to provide final pathologic
stage. Median follow-up was 112 months (range 1 to
230 months).

Table 1 compares the 2 groups of patients with respect to
tumor characteristics. The Uni group had a higher propor-
tion of patients with stage I tumors compared with the MF
group (61% vs 48%, p � 0.0001). There was a difference
between the 2 groups with respect to T status (p � 0.001).
The MF group had more T2 and T3 tumors compared
with the Uni group. With regard to histology, there was a
difference between the 2 groups (p � 0.001); the Uni
group contained more patients with invasive ductal carci-
noma and the MF group had more tumors with lobular
histology. There was no significant difference between the
2 groups with respect to mean age at diagnosis, tumor
grade, nodal status, estrogen receptor status, and use of
adjuvant systemic therapy.

In our analysis of LRFS, we identified age, T stage, use of
hormonal therapy, and presence of multifocal disease (MF)
to be significantly associated with LRFS on log-rank uni-
variable analysis (Table 2). We included age, T stage, estro-

gen receptor status, use of hormonal therapy, and presence
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of multifocality in the multivariable analysis and found
that T stage, estrogen receptor status, and MF continued to
have a significant association with LRFS at 10 years. Of the
local recurrences, there were only 2 nodal failures, both in
the Uni group: 1 that presented alone and was categorized
as a locoregional recurrence and 1 that presented with dis-
tant metastases and was therefore categorized as a distant
failure. Univariable analysis identified age, T stage, MF,
and administration of hormonal therapy to be strongly
associated with DFS at 10 years (Table 3). These variables,
along with use of adjuvant chemotherapy, were included in
the multivariable analysis, and MF, use of hormonal ther-
apy, and T stage remained significant factors associated
with DFS. In the univariable analysis of 10-year OS, age, T
stage, MF, use of hormonal therapy, and histology were

Table 1. Patient Characteristics in Multifocal and Unifocal
Characteristic Multifocal (n

Age, mean � SD, y 57.7 � 1
Pathologic stage (missing, 75), n (%)

I 77/160 (
II 67/160 (
III 16/160 (

umor size (missing, 68), n (%)
T1 104/160 (
T2 48/160 (
T3 8/160 (
ode status (missing, 43), n (%)
N0 110/161 (
N� 51/161 (
istology, n (%)
Carcinoma NOS 1/164 (
Ductal 96/164 (
Ductal � lobular 27/164 (
Lobular 40/164 (

rade (missing, 82), n (%)
Low 45/148 (
Intermediate 67/148 (
High 36/148 (

R status (missing, 162), n (%)
Positive 131/146 (
Negative 15/146 (

hemotherapy (missing, 239), n (%)
Yes 83/162 (
No 79/162 (
ormone (missing, 132), n (%)
Yes 128/159 (
No 31/159 (

*Student’s t-Test (otherwise, analysis by chi-square analysis).
†Analysis by Cochran Armitage Test.
ER, estrogen receptor; NOS, not otherwise specified.
significantly associated with OS (Table 4). These factors U
were included in the multivariable analysis, and age, T
stage, hormonal therapy, and MF were significantly associ-
ated with OS.

Within the MF group, 35 of 164 (21.3%) patients pre-
sented with multiple ipsilateral lesions on preoperative
mammogram or ultrasound. In 5 of 164 cases (3.0%),
preoperative imaging reports were unavailable. In the re-
maining 124 of 164 (75.6%) MF cases, MF disease was
detected by pathologic analysis of the lumpectomy speci-
men. We compared the group of MF patients who had
lesions detected preoperatively with those whose MF was
detected only by pathology with respect to LRFS and DFS,
and we found no significant difference between the 2
groups, as demonstrated in Tables 2 to 4.

Figure 1 shows the Kaplan-Meier curves of the MF and

ps
4) Unifocal (n � 999) p Value

57.7 � 11.8 1.00*
�0.0001†

567/928 (61.1)
331/928 (35.7)
30/928 (3.2)

0.001†

709/935 (75.7)
210/935 (22.5)
16/935 (1.7)

0.06
723/959 (75.6)
236/959 (24.7)

�0.0001
8/999 (0.8)

816/999 (81.7)
100/999 (10)
75/999 (7.5)

0.73
292/933 (31.3)
392/933 (42.0)
249/933 (26.7)

0.33
742/855 (86.8)
113/855 (13.2)

0.80
382/763 (50.1)
380/763 (49.9)

0.23
664/872 (76.2)
208/872 (23.8)
Grou
� 16

2.0

48.1)
41.9)
10.0)

65.0)
30.0)
5.0)

68.3)
31.7)

0.6)
58.5)
16.5)
24.4)

30.4)
45.3)
24.3)

89.7)
10.3)

51.2)
48.8)

80.5)
19.5)
ni groups. The Uni group had a significant improvement
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in 10-year LRFS, DFS, and OS compared with the MF
group, with the greatest difference seen in OS (99.1 % vs
92.2%; 97.7% vs 89.3%; and 98.4% vs 85.8%, respec-
tively, p � 0.0001 for all 3 outcomes measures). On review
of causes of mortality, only 30% of deaths in the MF group
were known to be due to breast cancer; in the remaining
70% of patients, cause of death was either unknown or was
due to causes other than breast cancer. Because the MF
group and Uni group differed with respect to T stage and
lymph node status, we conducted a stratified analysis by

Table 2. Univariable and Multivariable Analysis over a 10-Y
Local Recurrence-Free Survival

Variable
Events/total,

n

Univariable - log
rank test

p Value

Group*
Uni 6/999
MF 10/164 �0.0001 1

T stage*
T1 9/813
T2 3/258 0.0017 1
T3 2/24 9

Lymph node status
N0 11/833 0.67
N� 3/287 0

Histology
Carcinoma NOS 0/9
Ductal 10/912 0.38
Ductal � lobular 3/127 0
Lobular 3/115

Grade
Moderately diff 7/459 0.12 5
Poorly diff 6/285 7
Well diff 1/337

ER status*
Negative 4/128 0.06
Positive 9/873 0

Chemotherapy
No 6/459 0.43
Yes 9/465 1

Hormonal therapy*
No 7/239 0.04
Yes 8/792 0

Radiology
MF-no radiology 8/124 0.45
MF-radiology 1/35 0

Age* 16/1,163 0

*Variables used in multivariable analysis.
Diff, differentiated; ER, estrogen receptor; MF, multifocal disease present;
radiology, multifocal disease detected by preoperative imaging; NOS, not ot
pathologic stage in an attempt to account for this variable
as a confounder. The MF group continued to have worse
outcomes than the Uni group for all 3 outcomes measures
over 10 years (p � 0.001).

DISCUSSION
Our data show that MF invasive breast cancer is associated
with inferior LRFS, DFS, and OS when compared with
Uni invasive breast cancer in patients treated with BCT.
Early reports of BCT in patients with MF breast cancer,

ollow-Up Interval Using Cox Proportional Hazard Models for

riable - Cox proportional
hazard model

Multivariable - Cox proportional
hazard model

ard ratio
5% CI) p Value

Hazard ratio
(95% CI) p Value

eference Reference
5.15, 40.32) �0.0001 23.87 (5.81, 98.11) �0.0001

eference Reference
0.3, 4.03) 0.89 0.62 (0.13, 3) 0.55
2.6, 44.88) 0.004 6.88 (1.36, 34.79) 0.02

eference
0.21, 2.72) 0.67

A 0.99
0.11, 1.46) 0.17
0.18, 4.33) 0.87
eference

0.62, 40.95) 0.13
0.85, 58.81) 0.07
eference

eference
0.1, 1.1) 0.07 0.15 (0.04, 0.55) 0.004

eference
0.54, 4.27) 0.43

eference
0.13, 0.99) 0.05

eference 0.46
0.06–3.68)
0.9, 0.98) 0.01

o radiology, multifocal disease not detected by preoperative imaging; MF-
e specified; Uni, unifocal.
ear F

Univa

Haz
(9

R
4.4 (

R
.09 (
.61 (

R
.76 (

N
0.4 (
.87 (

R

.04 (

.08 (
R
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.34 (
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.52 (
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.36 (

R
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defined as multiple ipsilateral breast lesions, identified high
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local recurrence rates ranging from 25% to 40%.26-28 In
these early studies, microscopic margin status was not a con-
sideration and re-excisions were not routinely performed.
Since then a number of retrospective series evaluating resec-
tion margins for microscopic disease have accumulated, re-
porting lower rates of LR in selected patients with MF or MC
breast cancer than reported in the earlier studies. Cho and
colleagues29 reported no LR in 15 patients with MF breast
cancer, detected by either physical examination, imaging, or
gross pathologic examination, treated with BCT and followed

Table 3. Univariable and Multivariable Analysis over a 10-Y
Disease-Free Survival

Variable
Events/total,

n

Univariable - log
rank test

p Value

Group*
Uni 17/999
MF 14/164 �0.0001

T stage*
T1 16/813
T2 9/258 �0.0001
T3 4/24

ymph node status
N0 17/833 0.53
N� 8/287
istology
Carcinoma NOS 0/9
Ductal 22/912 0.54
Ductal � lobular 4/127
Lobular 5/115

rade
Moderately diff 11/459
Poorly diff 11/285 0.26
Well diff 6/337

strogen receptor status
Negative 5/128 0.31
Positive 20/873

hemotherapy
No 10/459 0.07
Yes 20/465
ormonal therapy*
No 12/239 0.01
Yes 14/792

adiology
MF-no radiology 9/124 0.75
MF-radiology 3/35

ge* 31/1,163

*Variables used in multivariable analysis.
Diff, differentiated; ER, estrogen receptor; MF, multifocal disease present;
radiology, multifocal disease detected by preoperative imaging; NA, not avai
for a median of 76 months. Margins of resection in this study
were microscopically clear and all patients received adjuvant
radiation and systemic therapy. Kaplan and associates30 com-
pared 36 patients with MF breast cancer, detected by either
physical examination or preoperative imaging and treated
with BCT, with 19 patients with MF breast cancer treated
with mastectomy. They found no LR in the mastectomy
group and only 1 LR in the BCT group, with mean follow-up
of 45 months. Margins were considered clear when greater
than 1 mm in the BCT group. At our institution we require
resection margins to be free of microscopic disease, and our

ollow-Up Interval Using Cox Proportional Hazard Models for

variable - Cox proportional
hazard model

Multivariable - Cox proportional
hazard model

azard ratio
(95% CI) p Value

Hazard ratio
(95% CI) p Value

Reference Reference
(3.55, 14.88) �0.0001 5.86 (2.57, 13.33) �0.0001

Reference Reference
(0.82, 4.19) 0.14 2.16 (0.88, 5.27) 0.0919
(3.8, 34.31) �0.0001 17.03 (5.06, 57.28) �0.0001

Reference
(0.56, 3.03) 0.53

NA 0.99
(0.2, 1.38) 0.19
(0.18, 2.56) 0.57

Reference

(0.49, 3.59) 0.58
(0.8, 5.86) 0.13

Reference

Reference
(0.23, 1.6) 0.31

Reference
(0.94, 4.29) 0.072

Reference Reference
(0.17, 0.79) 0.01 0.21 (0.09, 0.48) �0.01

Reference
(0.34, 4.59) 0.75
(0.94, 1) 0.03

o radiology, multifocal disease not detected by preoperative imaging; MF-
NOS, not otherwise specified; Uni, unifocal.
ear F

Uni

H

7.27

1.85
11.41

1.31

0.52
0.69

1.33
2.17

0.6

2.01

0.37

1.24
0.97
LR rates were low in both cohorts, although the LR rate in the
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Uni group was lower than in the MF group. Our study in-
cludes a larger sample size and longer follow-up than many of
these reports.

Only 21% of patients in the MF group in this study had
MF detected by preoperative imaging. This study population
consists largely of tumors that were found to be MF only by
pathologic review of the lumpectomy specimen.There was no
difference in local recurrence or survival between those pa-
tients whose MF was detected by preoperative imaging and
those whose MF disease was detected by pathology. This sug-

Table 4. Univariable and Multivariable Analysis over a 10-Y
Overall Survival

Overall survival
Events/total,

n

Univariable - log
rank test

U

p Value

Group*
Uni 11/999 �0.0001
MF 12/164 1

T stage*
T1 9/813
T2 9/258 �0.0001 3
T3 3/24 16

Lymph node status
N0 11/833 0.7
N� 5/287 1

Histology*
Carcinoma NOS 0/9 0.0003
Ductal 12/912 0
Ductal � lobular 3/127 0
Lobular 8/115

rade
Moderately diff 7/459 1
Poorly diff 9/285 0.15 2
Well diff 4/337

strogen receptor
Negative 4/128 0.44
Positive 17/873 0

hemotherapy
No 12/459 0.7
Yes 10/465 0
ormonal therapy*
No 10/239 0.02
Yes 12/792 0

adiology
MF-no radiology 10/124 0.4
MF-radiology 1/35 0

ge* 16/1,163 1

*Variables used in multivariable analysis.
Diff, differentiated; ER, estrogen receptor; MF, multifocal disease present;
radiology, multifocal disease detected by preoperative imaging; NA, not avai
gests that altering the surgical approach in the event that MF
disease is incidentally identified in the lumpectomy specimen
would not make a difference in outcomes. A large majority of
these patients were treated before the era of preoperative breast
MRI. If preoperative MRI had been used in all patients, per-
haps some of the additional MF tumors that were detected
only by pathology would have been detected by MRI. Never-
theless, detection by preoperative imaging was not found to be
associated with outcomes.

This study did not evaluate patients with MF breast
cancer who were treated by mastectomy, introducing a

ollow-Up Interval Using Cox Proportional Hazard Models for

riable - Cox proportional
hazard model

Multivariable - Cox proportional
hazard model

ard ratio
5% CI) p Value

Hazard ratio
(95% CI) p Value

ference Reference
4.95, 25.92) �0.0001 10.57 (4.2, 26.59) �0.0001

ference Reference
1.33, 8.47) 0.01 4.95 (1.79, 13.69) 0.002
4.35, 59.81) �.0001 36.77 (8.66, 156.18) �.0001

ference
0.43, 3.54) 0.7

0.99
0.07, 0.43) 0.0001
0.09, 1.21) 0.09
ference

0.36, 4.12) 0.75
0.81, 8.55) 0.11
ference

ference
0.22, 1.95) 0.45

ference
0.37, 1.97) 0.7

ference
0.17, 0.91) 0.03 0.21 (0.08, 0.55) 0.002

ference 0.42
0.05, 3.33)
1.04, 1.11) 0.0001 1.1 (1.06, 1.15) �.0001

o radiology, multifocal disease not detected by preoperative imaging; MF-
NOS, not otherwise specified; Uni, unifocal.
ear F

niva

Haz
(9

Re
1.3 (

Re
.36 (
.12 (

Re
.23 (

NA
.18 (
.32 (

Re

.22 (

.63 (
Re

Re
.66 (

Re
.85 (

Re
.39 (

Re
.43 (
.07 (
potential selection bias as to which patients are offered
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or receive BCT. There have been several studies in the
literature that included mastectomy in their compari-
sons of surgical treatment for MF or MC disease. Nos
and colleagues31 followed patients with MF breast can-
er (defined as tumors separated by less than 5 cm) and

C (defined as tumors separated by 5 cm or more)
isease for 5 years; 56 had BCT and 132 had mastec-
omy. The LR was 11% in both groups and OS was 94%
n the BCT group compared with 90% in the mastec-
omy group. Kaplan and coworkers30 conducted a simi-
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ar comparison and did not find a difference between the
CT and mastectomy groups with respect to LR or
FS.
There are few studies in the literature with sample size or

ength of follow-up that are comparable to our study. Gen-
ilini and colleagues32 published one of the largest retro-

spective series of BCT in MF (defined as tumors within the
same quadrant) or MC (defined as tumors in different
quadrants) breast cancer, including 421 patients with MF
and 55 patients with MC breast cancer. With a median
follow-up of 73 months, 24 (5%) developed an ipsilateral
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier curves for survival in the multifocal
(MF) group and the unifocal group: (A) 10-year local
recurrence-free survival, 99.1% vs 92.2%, respectively, p �
0.0001; (B) 10-year disease-free survival, 97.7% vs 89.3%,
respectively, p � 0.0001, and (C) 10-year overall survival,
98.4% vs 85.8%, respectively, p � 0.0001.
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breast recurrence. The reported LR rate of 5% is very low in
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their large population of MF and MC breast cancer pa-
tients with long follow-up; however, there was no control
group for comparison of outcomes. The LR rate in our MF
group was only 6.1%, but the Uni group in our study had
an LR rate of only 0.6%, suggesting a significant difference
in local control. Table 5 summarizes LR rates, determined
by the Kaplan-Meier method, reported in the major studies
comparing outcomes of BCT in MF or MC and unifocal
breast cancer.

In addition to LR, we found MF disease to be associated
with lower DFS and OS. The deaths in the MF group may
have been from causes other than breast cancer, suggesting
a possible selection bias where patients with higher mor-
bidity were selected for BCS over mastectomy in this group
of patients. There have been a number of studies evaluating
the prognostic significance of multifocality. Several inves-
tigators who compared outcomes between patients with
unifocal disease and MF disease have reported a strong
correlation between MF and nodal involvement,33,34 but
this did not translate into a significant difference in DFS or
OS. Oh and colleagues35 investigated whether presence of

F disease was associated with an inferior outcome in 706
atients treated with neoadjuvant therapy. They found no
ifference in 5-year DFS and OS between patients with
nicentric and MF breast cancer among patients treated
ith BCT. These studies had relatively short follow-up.
This study is one of few in the literature to report MF

isease to be one of the strongest predictors of survival
mong patients with BCT. Weissenbacher and associates36

Table 5. Studies on Local Recurrence Rate in Breast Con-
serving Therapy for Multifocal or Multicentric Disease

Study, y MF or MC*
Patients,

n

Local
recurrence,

%

Median
follow-up,

mo

Leopold, 198928 MFMC 10 40 64
urtz, 199026 MFMC 61 25 71
ilson, 199327 MF 13 25 72
artsell, 199442 MC 27 3.7 53
os, 199931 MF 56 11 60
ho, 200229 MFMC 15 0 76
aplan, 200330 MFMC 36 3 45
kumura,
200443 MFMC 34 0 58
h, 200635 MFMC 97 6 66
entilini,
200832 MFMC 476 5 73

im, 200944 MF 147 2 59
his study MF 164 6.1 112

*MFMC denotes that the population included those with MF and MC breast
cancer.
MC, multicentric; MF, multifocal.
identified 288 patients with MF breast cancer and, in a
matched-pair analysis with a mean follow-up of 7 years,
found that those with MF disease had an inferior breast
cancer-specific survival, relapse-free survival, and distant
metastasis-free survival. Ustaalioglu and colleagues37 re-
ently published their findings on 697 patients with inva-
ive breast cancer, 107 of whom had MF disease; they re-
orted a significantly lower DFS in patients with MF breast
ancer compared with those with unifocal cancer. Yerush-
lmi and coauthors38 reported the largest series of patients
ith MF breast cancer. Among 1,554 patients with MF
isease and 23,766 patients with unifocal disease, this large
opulation-based study found MF breast cancer to be a
ignificant predictor of breast cancer-specific survival, but
ot OS.
These findings, along with our results, raise the question

f whether the current TNM staging classification under-
stimates the true risk of MF breast cancer. As we know, the
resent TNM staging system does not account for multi-
ocality. Because T status is based only on the largest tumor
ocus and disregards the smaller tumor foci, it is not a true
eflection of the volume of tumor in the breast. Several
uthors have suggested that combining sizes of the various
umor foci to determine T status may more accurately re-
lect prognosis in multifocal disease. Andea and col-
eagues39 analyzed 101 specimens containing multiple
breast tumors and compared nodal status between those
whoseT status was the tumor size of the largest tumor focus
and those whose T stage was the aggregate tumor size cal-
culated by adding the diameters of each tumor focus. They
did not find a difference between the 2 groups with respect
to nodal involvement. When O’Daly and colleagues40

combined the sizes of multiple tumor foci in patients with
MF disease, they upstaged the pathologic T status of 34%
of the patients. They similarly did not find a difference in
nodal positivity among those who were upstaged. Con-
versely, Coombs and Boyages41 conducted a similar com-
parison in 94 patients with multifocality and found that
use of aggregate dimensions reclassified a significant num-
ber of multifocal tumors at more advanced stage. These
authors concluded from their findings that tendency of
breast cancer to metastasize is a reflection on the total tu-
mor load rather than the diameter of the largest tumor
focus. The factor of tumor volume may explain our find-
ings of decreased OS.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, our data suggest that MF invasive breast
cancer is associated with inferior survival vs survival in
patients with unifocal breast cancer, stage for stage. Inferior
OS in the MF group was possibly due to a high rate of

death from causes other than breast cancer, although the
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cause of death in many cases was unknown. There was a
slight difference in DFS and LRFS between the MF group
and the Uni group, but the rates in both groups were ac-
ceptable. The rate of LR in both groups was low (6.1% in
MF vs 0.6% in Uni), suggesting that BCS is an acceptable
approach to the treatment of multifocal breast cancer.
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Discussion

INVITED DISCUSSANT: DR NORA HANSEN (Chicago, IL):
Traditionally, the surgical option for a patient with multicentric
(MC) cancer is mastectomy, and many surgeons would advocate a
mastectomy for multifocal (MF) cancer. This group looked at
disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) outcomes for
patients with MC and MF cancer and compared them with patients
with unicentric breast cancer. They demonstrated both a decrease in
DFS and OS in patients undergoing breast conservation (BC) for
MC or MF cancer compared with unicentric cancer. In the article,
they conclude that BC is an acceptable approach in these MC/MF
cancers but they do have higher local recurrence rates and lower

survival rates compared with those patients undergoing BC for uni-
focal cancer. These results, although provocative, lead me to ask
several questions: Did you look at the presence of ductal carcinoma in
situ (DCIS) in your cohort of patients and did the presence of asso-
ciated DCIS have an impact on outcomes such as local recurrence in
your cohort of patients? You looked at prognostic factors such as
estrogen receptor and did not demonstrate a significant impact be-
tween your groups, but I did not see data on human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status. Did you collect data on
HER2/neu status and, if so, did this have any impact on your results?
Because all of these patients underwent BC with postoperative radi-
ation therapy (RT), did all of your patients receive a boost dose of RT
and, if not, were there any differences in the boost dose between the
2 groups? For example, did your patients with MC cancer receive
boosts to both sites and did the use of a boost impact local recurrence
rates and ultimately OS? The fact that you noted a decrease in OS in
the group with MC/MF cancer is an interesting one. Have you
looked at your patients with MF/MC who underwent mastectomy
and compared them with those patients with MF/MC undergoing
BC to see if there was a difference in OS? I would imagine the
decrease in OS is due more to biologic factors than surgical choice.
Were there other factors that impacted OS not related to breast
cancer, such as the older patient with MF or MC cancer who chose
conservation because of medical reasons? In your article, you suggest
that the TNM staging system might be inaccurate because it does not
evaluate tumor burden in terms of volume; rather, it only accounts
for the size of the largest tumor deposit. In this study, were you able
to quantify the tumor burden in those patients with MF or MC
cancer and to truly evaluate if it is the tumor volume that impacts
DFS and OS? Finally, if a patient presents to you tomorrow with MC
or MF cancer, how do you counsel them as to the type of surgical
options they have, and do you recommend BC to them?

DR ARMANDO GIULIANO (Los Angeles, CA): We did not look at
DCIS. Perhaps we should because I think an extensive burden of
DCIS would have affected the local recurrence rate. And we did not
look at HER2/neu status. Many of these patients, if not most, were in
the pre-HER2 testing era.

It is our routine practice to boost the site of invasive cancers. We
would boost both sites for MC cancers. There were very few MCs.
And we would boost a large site for the MF.

All patients had a lumpectomy. We did not compare those patients
with those who had mastectomy. I think much of the difference in
OS is selection bias. If you have a patient with a lot of morbidity and
2 primary breast cancers, you would be more likely to do a big
lumpectomy than a mastectomy. So I think the survival is not due to
the breast cancer but due to the selection of the patients.

I am very interested in the concept of tumor burden because the T
system is based on the largest of the 2 tumors. It seems to me that
there should be some summation of the 2 to determine the size. I am
not surprised that this is not done though. It would be complicated.
Dr Chung is now trying to estimate the size of the 2 tumors and
whether the actual tumor burden affected survival and outcomes.

We have always counseled patients with MC cancer that a lumpec-
tomy for BC is appropriate, but I have always said to them that I
think local recurrence is higher. And we set out to do this study to see
just how much higher it is. I was surprised by the fact that it was only

5% or 6%.
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